
Abstract 
 

              The main aim of this study was to analyze the exile weekly „Czechoslovak abroad“ 

that was beeing published in London by Czechoslovak activist and publicist Josef Josten in a 

period of 1951 – 1967. This thesis was using the method of quantitative content analysis to 

describe themes portrayed in this weekly newspaper. The analysis was based on 1702 articles 

that derived from 128 randomly selected editions. It was expected that the topics of 

Czechoslovakia and the Czechoslovak exile would be prevalent in the weekly therefore 

following hypothesis were formed: 

H1: In „The Czechoslovak abroad“ weekly the topics related to Czechoslovakia will dominate 

over topics from the international scene. 

H2: In „The Czechoslovak abroad“ weekly the topics related to czechoslovak exile will 

dominate over topics from the international scene 

H3: In „The Czechoslovak abroad“ weekly the subjects of Czechoslovakia and czechoslovak 

exile will be equally represented. 

              The analysis showed that the issue of Czechoslovakia was by far the most prominent 

topic of the weekly „Czechoslovak abroad“. Of all the articles subjected to analysis 40 % of 

them were related to the Czechoslovakia. The topic of Czech exile filled 25% of all articles. 

Surprisingly, the events from the Soviet Union employed less than 2% of all articles. The 

international scene and the situation in the free countries concerned a total of 14% of the 

articles. In addition to political events, „The Czechoslovak abroad“ has been extensively 

reporting about cultural news and has been communicating with its audience too. About 18% 

of all anlyzed articles belonged to a group of random themes, most of which were news about 

sport, literature, cultural events and also editorial Information.  

              The findings of the research confirmed two research hypotheses and one refused. 

Also the findings discovered that „The Czechoslovak abroad“ payed more attention to cultural 

Information than to the news about international affairs.  
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